In a heterogeneous networking environment, the knowledge of the time before a vertical handover (TBVH) for any network is vital in correctly assigning connections to available channels. In this paper, we introduce a predictive mathematical model for calculating the estimated TB VH component from available network parameters and discuss the diferent scenarios that arise based on a mobile host's trajectory. We then introduce the concept of an intelligent Stream Bundle Management Layer (SBM) which consists ofa set ofpolicies for scheduling and mapping prioritised traffic streams on to available channels based on their priority, device mobility pattern and prevailing channel conditions. The layer is also responsible for the maintenance ofconnections during vertical handovers to avoid theirforced termination.
Introduction
In heterogeneous networks, the convergence of diverse access technologies with disparate characteristics results in many complexities at both the client and the network sides, particularly during vertical handovers. Applications running on a mobile host (MH) are offered the choice of transmission on multiple but changing wireless channels exhibiting different QoS. The effective delivery of multimedia traffic across these diverse channels, by minimising forced termination of ongoing connections during handovers while accommodating new connections, is the main responsibility that falls upon both mobile hosts and networks. There is therefore an increasing demand for the development of traffic management strategies for scheduling and managing traffic streams among heterogeneous network channels based on application QoS, device mobility pattern and available network resources.
Rapid developments in mobile positioning technology for indoor and outdoor environments [3,4,1 1] have enabled researchers to utilise this information along with available network parameters to predict the mobility pattern of MHs with reasonable accuracy. This paper proposes the idea that by having sufficient knowledge of a MH's position and underlying channel parameters, it is possible to derive an estimate of the time before vertical handover (TBVH). This knowledge of TBVH is then utilised by a proposed intelligent client-based Stream Bundle Management Layer (SBM) [10] that combines it with the knowledge of conditions of all networks for scheduling and allocating traffic streams to appropriate channels in heterogeneous networks.
The rest of this paper is organised in the following manner. In Section 2, different research directions are discussed and arguments are put forth to justify our client-based approach. A [1, 5, 9] adopt network-controlled call/traffic management strategies in which the Base Station (BS) maintains information about the different access channels available at a MH and decides on its behalf the channel on which the MH should transmit. While this approach may work for hierarchical homogeneous networks, it gives rise to problems when a MH is simultaneously connected to several different networks as it is difficult to assign control to any single BS. Moreover, in order to make decisions, a BS needs access to a continuous flow of information about different network channels available at the MH, causing increased network overhead. Due to this, the BS may not be able to maintain up-to-date context knowledge, thus hampering its decision-making ability. As different networks in a heterogeneous environment may be provided by different service providers, a successful integration of these networks involves the resolution of a number of technical and administrative issues, making the whole process even more complex.
On the other hand, the migration of traffic management strategies to the client-side shifts the role of decision-making towards the MH, which based on its knowledge of network and transport conditions at the different active interfaces, is in a better position to schedule traffic onto available channels. While the actual channel bandwidth is allocated by the BS, the MH decides which application stream will be allocated to it, based on the behavioural pattern of the traffic stream and 0-7803-9521-2/06/$20.00 §2006 IEEE. prevailing networking conditions. In case of an imminent vertical handover, sufficient knowledge of the underlying network infrastructure enables the MH to avoid allocation of traffic streams to channels that might be lost soon. In the literature, several recent studies have discussed the benefits and importance of client-based traffic control and handover mechanisms [3, 7, 8] . In fact, the IEEE 802.21 working group [7] is actively involved in the creation of a framework that defines a Media Independent Handover Function residing in the lower layers of a MH, which will help mobile devices to roam seamlessly across heterogeneous networks.
Predictive schemes for mobility prediction.
In the wireless field, resource management has always been a subject of intensive investigation with a number of solutions being proposed. Among such proposed solutions, reactive resource reservation schemes do not claim to possess previous knowledge of networks and merely react to changes in the underlying access channel conditions. For example Chou et al. [13] suggested an adaptive bandwidth allocation scheme that negotiates bandwidth based on the number of incoming and ongoing calls. Proactive schemes on the other hand, possess the ability to reserve resources in advance by predicting a MH's trajectory, based on the knowledge of network parameters such as topology, coverage and positioning information as in [2] .
In this paper we take a different approach and propose a predictive mathematical model for calculating the TBVH component for a MH roaming across heterogeneous networks. While this model makes use of the knowledge of the Mi's location and network conditions as in a proactive policy, by applying this information to a realistic mathematical model, it can actually predict the MH's behaviour better than the proactive mechanism. Moreover, while both reactive and proactive schemes may achieve a better performance in real-time systems, our predictive model is simple, yet realistic enough to be plugged in to both simulations and real-time systems with ease.
Related Work
The authors in [9] proposed a predictive channel reservation (PCR) approach based on real-time position measurement and movement extrapolation. Here The first scenario to be considered is a MH that is roaming under the coverage of a BBS and is moving towards the boundary with velocity v as shown in Fig. 1 .
Here we consider a circular cell of radius R. The inner dotted concentric circle shown in the above figure represents the handover threshold of radius r which is the distance from the BSS where a MH is expected to perform a handover. Location co-ordinates of the NM Fig. 1 Movement of MH in BBS can be extracted as explained in references [3, 11] . While x is the angle made by the BBS and direction of movement at the MH, the distance d between the BBS and MH and r can both be derived from the equation where the Received Signal Strength (RSS) is given by [14] : RSSdB =-l Oy log(/) (1) where / is distance from the transmitter and y is the propagation path-loss coefficient. The BBS passes the latest values of the required information to the MH which is responsible for performing the calculations.
In order to find the TBVH in this scenario we need to calculate the distance z which is the point on the threshold circle where the MH is expected to vertically handover. As r2 = d2 + Z2 -2dzcosx
The value of z calculated by solving the quadratic equation is z=dcosx± r2-d2sin2x
Therefore, the estimated TBVH for this scenario is:
The parameter values in the above equation can be easily obtained, making it possible to calculate TBVH. As WLANs may have specific points of exits such as doors in a building, the prediction accuracy of TBVH can be improved if the co-ordinates of these exit points are stored in the BBS and passed on the MH which then calculates the TBVH to the exit point.
In the second scenario, a MH (point C) is under the coverage of a normal BS (point A), but is moving towards a BBS (point B) with velocity v as displayed in 0-7803-9521-2/06/$20.00 §2006 IEEE. Figure 2 . In this case we adopt the concept of threshold distance TD [9] in the normal BS. This is a distancM smaller than the cell's radius, which describes a smaller concentric circle located within the cell. The idea is that a MH moving inside the TD circle 4jepiMly to change its direction, however on moving out 'of this circle, it is less likely to undergo a sudden change in its direction, thus enabling a correct prediction of the cell the MH is moving towards.
Fig. 2. Outward movement of MH from normal BS to BBS
The goal in this case is to improve the prediction capability of the model by making it able to predict the TBVH of MH while it still moves in the coverage of A. As the MH is too far from the BBS to get a reasonably accurate value of b,we first need to find this distance and the angle ,6 in order to calculate distance z. From fig.2 we can see that c2 = d2 + b2 -2db cos 0 Therefore, 0 = cos-((c2 d2 -b2) 2db) ( 
5)
Depending on which side of line AB point X lies, angle/, = |x-0| (6) Considering triangle BYC, we have t= b cosfl (7) y = b sinfl (8) Therefore, in triangle BYX, S= r2 b2 sin2 P (9) As z = t + s, From (7), (8) and (9) In this case, the TBVH component can be utilised to predict the duration of availability of the smaller network based on the MH's position, velocity, and direction of movement. This will give rise to different scenarios, similar to the situation in upward vertical handovers. While it is possible to predict the TBVH estimate for the hotspot when the MH is in the vicinity of a BBS, we may need to rely on additional statistical data to make any predictions when the MH moves deeper into the hotspot. We are currently working on improving the predictability of the TBVH model for this particular scenario.
In the next section we elaborate how the TBVH information is utilised for the allocation of multimedia traffic streams to different available channels.
Stream Bundle Management Layer
One of the most prominent challenges in heterogeneous environments is the ability of a multiinterfaced MH to maintain the provision of the desired QoS of ongoing connections while minimising service disruption due to fluctuating channel conditions during vertical handovers. For example, an ambulance equipped with wireless telementoring equipment and roaming in a heterogeneous network will require the transmission of various kinds of multimedia streams. The MH in a homogeneous network is always connected to a single network, so the task of mapping application QoS requirements on to available network channels is less complex. This is due to the fact that fluctuations in the network QoS parameters fall within known thresholds and the MH possesses predefined strategies to adjust its behaviour to these changes. However, in heterogeneous networks, the presence of multiple channels offering varying levels of QoS introduces a new level of complexity to the process of traffic stream management. In this case the MH must possess knowledge of available resources and conditions for all available channels before bundling traffic streams over them.
The study conducted previously in literature [5] suggests algorithms for call admission control of voice and data streams in UMTS-WLAN environments. However it fails to address the issue of minimising call dropping probability when a MH is temporarily under the coverage of a network. Guenkova-Luy et al. in [15] proposed the development of an end-to-end negotiation protocol (E2ENP) at the session level for negotiating QoS parameters for a roaming MH. This study did not consider the technical challenges faced during negotiation of QoS parameters at the transport level and below it during vertical handovers.
By having sufficient knowledge of the conditions of all the channels and their TBVH component, it is possible to manage channel allocation to active TCP connections with greater efficiency for a roaming MH.
Fig. 3. Stream Bundle Management Layer
In this section, we introduce the concept of the SBM Layer that aims to tackle the issues of traffic management in heterogeneous environments.
The Stream Bundle Management Layer (SBM) is a specialised layer residing in the multi-interfaced heterogeneous network client. It consists of a set of policies for scheduling prioritised traffic streams onto different available channels based on their priority and behavioural patterns, device mobility patterns and prevailing channel conditions. Residing above the Transport Layer in the OSI network model, the SBM layer adopts a fine-grained approach for managing existing connections optimally over available channels to avoid their forced termination during vertical handovers. The decision-making mechanism is based on the feedback received from the lower layers about the available networks and their prevailing channel conditions, i.e. available bandwidth, delays like roundtrip time (RTT), TBVH, and velocity of ME. To achieve this, the SBM Layer would rely on models existing at lower layers like IEEE 802.21 [7] or PROTON [8] . Figure 3 gives an overview of the graphical design of the SBM Layer that consists of traffic stream management and control policies. These decisionmaking mechanisms rely on the feedback received from lower layers about prevailing network conditions. The SBM layer updates these values based on the periodic updates it receives normally. In the event of sudden dramatic changes in the parameter values, the layer receives triggers which prompt it to take immediate notice of the changed values. NWid5 status5 avbw5 RSS5 TBVH5 RTT5
The four main types of traffic considered in our work are interactive video, one-way streaming video, audio and data. An application's parameter values (AP) are sent down to the decision making mechanism through the stream priority mechanism where they are assigned a priority, or are sent directly if the priorities are predefined. The Traffic Management sublayer then first runs the algorithms for performing the Resource Availability Check (RAC). This is a comparison of the APs with the available network parameters to ensure the required resource availability conditions are fulfilled. On achieving success, the mechanism maps the traffic stream onto the most appropriate channel. If the application fails the RAC, it is then added to a waiting queue and will be activated only when the required network conditions are fulfilled.
The SBM layer employs a per-flow control mechanism for the management of co-existing TCP and non-TCP traffic streams. The distribution of streams across different interfaces based on their requirements prevents channel overloading and simplifies their management. The SBM Layer can also maintain a list of networks with which a prioritised application stream is compatible. In the event of the unavailability of the assigned channel (CH), the layer checks the next best channel choice for stream allocation.
Conclusion and Future Work
The successful deployment of heterogeneous networks requires the resolution of a number of challenges for which a MH needs to constantly monitor channels and adjust its transmission patterns to changing network conditions. In this paper we proposed improving the network context awareness of the ME through the development of a predictive mathematical model for calculating the estimated time before vertical handover (TBVH) based on positioning techniques and MH's speed and direction. Different cases that could arise based on the MH's trajectory were discussed. This was followed by an introduction to the Stream Bundle Management Layer for the management of connections over different available channels in a heterogeneous network.
The main issues we plan to investigate in our future work are the effects of co-existence of different TCP flavours on different available network channels that are being accessed by the same client, and the issue of multiple vertical handovers in a heterogeneous network.
